
Supervisor Meeting Minutes 5 
 
Date & Time: 15 Feb 2019, 4:00 PM - 5:40 PM 
Venue: SIS MR4.3 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Ozzy, Yi Fang, Eng Teck, Samantha, Professor Hwee Xian 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Agenda 
Project Scope and Slide Presentation 
Demonstration 
Feedback 

 
 
 
 

2 Project Scope and Slide Presentation 
 
Eng teck spearheaded the presentation. 
Professor Hwee Xian advise we can show screenshots or hard copy of 
the existing report 
 
For problem statement, briefly show different systems (Isolated system) 
Workflow  
 
For workflow, change colours of the word to be in red colour 
Summarise the AS-IS and TO-BE process to be less wordy 
 
Present technical part (Solution Architecture) before UAT 
Have a summary slide for UAT 
Existing/Planned 
UAT, Date, Number of Users and where are they from 
Be specific about who the 5 users are. I.e. Roles and responsibilities 
 
Improve on slide presentation for UAT 1 Result. Hard to see. 
Make rubrics more intuitive. 
Do not have to run through everything in UAT 1 Result 
 
Mention that user playing multiple role for UAT 2 is not a student. 
 
Show before and after of Picture Upload for UAT1 and 2  
 
Edit learning points from UATs to be concise 
 
Solution architecture - HTTPS link instead of HTTP 
Boxing of LHM surveyor and admins as one entity  
Explain why the offline synchronisation functionality is crucial for the client 
“Most of the XXX personnel tend to do a lot of admin jobs when they are 
out at the sea (remote location) where there is poor connectivity. With no 

Eng Teck 



offline sync function, there is a high tendency that data gets lost.” 
 
Self signing of cert https. Check out https://letsencrypt.org/docs/ 
 
Check on algo name for hashing.  
 
Mention about having a staging server but its not shown in the solution 
architecture 
 
Break down technical complexity. Use diagrams to help explain. 
 
Print out planned and actual schedule diagram for reviewers 
 
Project scope should be slightly changed. Professor Hwee Xian mention 
that it is rare for it to be not changed. 
 
Explain on schedule metric/bug metric 
 
Do not use client management and project management as technical 
mitigation -> Too common among every teams 
Problems should not be easily applicable to other teams 
 
I.e. Difficult to get surveyors to test - under project management or client 
management 
 
X-Factor -> Commit a few jobs to our application, do it in parallel (Using 
excel and our software) 
Reduce man hours for administrative work -> Justify the number. How did 
we get the numbers (through UAT? Survey? observations?) 
 
Migrating past jobs into our current system as a X factor 
 
UAT3 to test on the time saved  
 
Use time saving for X factor but justify how to get the number. 
 
X factor is that how many users for mid-terms 
 
End to end for one job completion has how much time. 
Comparison between current workflow and our app time  
Talk about waiting time. 
Finals 
X factor -> used for 5/10 jobs in parallel 
 
Team learning outcome  
Common: Learning new technologies, managing expectations too 
common. Come up with unique ideas 

https://letsencrypt.org/docs/


 
Individually substantial your own reflections 

3 Demonstration Comment: 
1) Skip account creation, go straight to job creation function. 
 
2) Demo should be scenario based i.e. tell a story/background information 
about how the app is supposed to be used. Introduce who are the system 
users etc (Persona). *Make it interesting. 
 
3) Do not need to go through all forms or fields, just pick a few of the 
mandatory fields and demo it in General Info Page. 
 
4) Include name tag to identify who is the system users.  
 
5) Surveyor - Demo the search function to find out the respective report. 
 
6) Prepare sample photos (boats/licence plate etc) for picture upload 
function. 
 
7) Prepare proper naming for accounts i.e. Admin@lhms.com, 
Surveyor@lhms.com.  
 
Other comments by Prof Hwee Xian:  
 
-As the other prof may not understand LHMS business process, explain 
the persona briefly, explain why the surveyor has to be onboard the ship.  
 
-For field that must be filled in, prepare a sample document for the prof to 
follow. 
 
-When in demo, system users should voice out what he or she is trying to 
do. I.e. “I am trying to start a new job” 
 
-Highlight about the photo, offline sync. Normal update of information is 
not important for demo. 
 
-For the photo function, prepare few distinguish photo for the user/prof to 
choose for easy identification of the report. 
 
*Next meeting will be with Prof Hwee Xian on the 19th tuesday 9am-  
Showing full demo and slide on technical complexity 

 

4 Things to do: 
 

1. Check with client what are the things to backlog / transfer from the 
old system 

 
 
Team 
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2. Get more user to do testing, for example more user to test 

 
3. Check with the client if the application will be running live by finals 

 
4. Breakdown further on the task between Super Admin and Admin. 

 
5. Make contrasting difference between the tasks in Midterms and 

Finals 
 

6. Remove conflicting user roles for example agent vs client, sponsor 
vs admin. 
 

7. Remove the server icon, and also Frontend Application, use the 
whole box as a server in the solution architecture diagram. 
 

8. The checkbox for all the forms should be automatically indicated if 
the the respective form are filled up 
 

9. Prof Hwee Xian advice the team to do automation of password 
generation during add new user. I.e. automate, generate 
password and send to the super admin or user 

 
Bugs to Clear: 
 
1) Message “Automatically updated to database. ”on all of the pages 
 
2) Retrieval of data for executive summary page. Remove hardcode for 
ATTENDING LIGHTHOUSE SURVEYOR section also. 
 
3) User management - edit-profile.html & admin-profile-edit.html page. 
 (Include validation to check for empty mandatory field) 
 
4) User management - Retrieve profile servlet for admin-profile.htm. 
(Currently retrieving current user instead of selected user)l 
 
5) User management - Profile page for surveyor access control 
 
6) Colour code of Job to be different after admin logs in to view status 
when surveyor has started job 
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Done by: Anthony Tan 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 
 
 


